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The trailing-edge region of a single-element wing  tted with Gurney  aps has been studied. Measurements
include surface pressure, force, and velocity by laser Doppler anemometry (LDA). The mean-velocity vectors and
streamlines suggest a twin vortex structure downstream of the Gurney  ap. Spectral analysis of the LDA data
indicates that the wake consists of a von Kármán vortex street of alternately shed vortices, and this  ow structure
is con rmed by smoke visualization of the  ow downstream of the Gurney  ap. The vortex shedding increases the
trailing-edge suction of the aerofoil, whereas the upstream face of the device decelerates the  ow at the trailing
edge of the pressure surface. These two changes result in a pressure difference acting across the trailing edge, and
it is this that generates the increase in circulation.
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trailing edge of a wing. It can have a relativelypowerful effect on the
aerodynamicsof a wing, increasinglift at a given incidencewith only
a small change in the stalling incidence, resulting in an increase in
C L max . The blend of simplicity and ef cacy make the device popular
in motor racing, where it is used to increase downforce and, hence,
cornering speeds. Gurney  aps were  rst used in this manner in the
late 1960s by the American race car driver and team owner, Daniel
Gurney, who is generally credited with inventing the device that
now bears his name.
In race car applications,the height of the Gurney  ap is typically
in the range of 1 – 5% of aerofoil chord. Figure 1 illustrates a 4%
device,  tted to the single-element wing used in this investigation.
The earliest reference to a Gurney  ap by that name was made
by Liebeck,1 but similar devices were evaluated prior to the 1960s,
for example: short split  aps deployed at 90 deg (Ref. 2),  xed
trailing-edge strips,3 and external spars at the trailing edge.4
Since the introduction of Gurney  aps, their overall effects have
been well documented, (e.g. Liebeck1 and Myose et al.5 ), but the
actual causes of these increases in C L are less well understood.
The  rst discussion of the  ow around the Gurney  ap was presented by Liebeck,1 who hypothesised a short region of separated
 ow directly upstream of the Gurney  ap, with two counter-rotating
vortices downstream. He described these vortices as having a turning effect on the local  ow eld. Neuhart and Pendergraft6 observed
similar vortex structures in a water tunnel, but at a relatively low
Reynolds number (Rec = 8.6 £ 103 ). At this Reynolds number the
wake of the aerofoil with no Gurney  ap  tted was unstable,making
it dif cult to identify any  ow instabilities that were caused by the
Gurney  aps. All of the existing Reynold-averaged Navier– Stokes
(RANS) computationalstudies of the  ow around Gurney  aps (for
example, those performed by Jang et al.7 ) have presented timeaveraged results and give no information on any  ow instabilities.
Thus, although the Gurney  ap has been in use for some time,
the published experimental and computational results do not fully
describe the physics of the  ow around the device and cannot totally
explain why the Gurney  ap generates increases in lift.
This paper presents selected results from a recent study into the
aerodynamicsof the Gurney  ap,8 which was performed at the University of Southampton. The results presented here illustrate the
large-scale unsteady and time-averaged  ow features caused by  tting a Gurney  ap to a single-elementaerofoil.By establishingthese
features it is possibleto develop a greaterunderstandingof why such
a basic device can have such a profound effect on the forces generated by a wing.

aspect ratio
wing span
drag coef cient
zero-lift C D
lift coef cient
maximum C L
pressure coef cient
wing chord
two-dimensional zero-lift drag coef cient
skin-friction coef cient
base dimension
principal frequency
Gurney  ap height
lift-to-drag ratio
formation length
Reynolds number based on c
Reynolds number based on h
Strouhal number
freestream velocity
velocity components in x, y, and z axes system
time-averaged velocity components
perturbation velocity components
coordinate system: x positive downstream, y positive
to starboard, z positive up
incidence
singularity strength
vorticity
nondimensionalspan, g = j 2y / bj
boundary-layer momentum thickness

Introduction
HE Gurney  ap is a mechanicallysimple device, consistingof a
short strip,  tted perpendicularto the pressure surface along the
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Fig. 1

Section e423 with 4% Gurney  tted, ® = 0 deg.

Fig. 2

Installation of model in wind tunnel.

Experimental Setup
The experimentsdescribedhere were performed as part of a series
of tests investigating the generic effects of Gurney  aps and were
preceded by tests on a similar wing of symmetrical NACA 0012
section and followed by experiments on a double-element wing
similar to those used on race cars.8 In this paper, resultsare presented
for an untwistedconstant-chordwing of  nite span thathasan Eppler
e423 section.9 The Eppler section, illustrated in Fig. 1, was chosen
because it has been optimized for high lift and shares some features
with typicalrace car wing elements,for example,a signi cant degree
of camber on the pressure surface.
This wind-tunnelmodel had an aspect ratio of A = 5.0 and a chord
of c = 0.32 m. Figure 2 illustrates this model installed in the University of Southampton 2.1 £ 1.7 m tunnel. The model is supported,
pressure surface uppermost,by two vertical supportslocated at 57%
semispan from the wing centerline and by a third strut located on
the centerline downstream of the wing.
Full-span Gurney  aps of h / c = 1, 2, and 4% were manufactured
from 1.3-mm-thick aluminium sheet bent to shape. A 0.5% h / c
Gurney  ap was made from 1.6-mm square spruce strip. These
device heights are typical of those used on race car wings. The
Gurney  aps were  tted normal to the local curvature, on the same
surface as the tunnel supports and pitch arms.
The model had 39 chordwise taps, located 50 mm from the centerline of the wing (g = 0.0625) and a total of 10 spanwise taps on
each surface at the quarter chord. A limited number of measurements were also made of the pressures acting on the upstream and
downstream faces of the Gurney  aps. For the 2 and 4% devices,
these measurementswere obtained by  tting lengths of 1.5-mm o.d.
hypodermic tubes along the two faces of the Gurney  aps (resulting
in an increase in the thickness of the devices to 3.3 mm). A 1%
Gurney  ap was created by using four tubes to form a device with a
square cross section. These tubes all had a 0.7-mm tap in line with
the chordwise wing taps. Surface-pressuremeasurements indicated
that the increased thickness of the tapped Gurney  aps had only a
marginal effect on the changes in chordwise loadings generated by
the thinner, untapped, devices.
Laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) surveys near the trailing edge
of this wing were performed using a three-component system installed in the University of Southampton’s 3.5 £ 2.5 m wind tun-

nel. For these experiments the freestream turbulence level in the
3.5 £ 2.5 m tunnel was of the order of 0.3%.
All of the other experiments were performed with the model in
the University’s 2.1 £ 1.7 m wind tunnel, which has a freestream
turbulence level of the order of 0.2%.
With the exception of the smoke- ow visualization, these experiments were performed at a freestream velocity of U1 = 40 ms ¡ 1 ,
which gave Reynolds numbers in the range Rec = 0.75– 0.89 £ 106 .
(The variation in Reynolds number for each test was caused by variations in ambient pressure and temperature.) The smoke- ow experiments were performed at the reduced velocity of U 1 = 10 ms ¡ 1 ,
which gave Reynolds numbers in the range Rec = 0.26– 0.28 £ 106 .
For all of these tests, transition was not forced on either surface,
although oil- ow visualizationsrevealed that the pressure taps triggered localized premature boundary-layer transition. No trip wires
or wall treatments were applied to the wind-tunnel walls.
The forces, measured from the overhead balance, have been corrected to free-air wind-axes coef cients, and all quoted incidences
are measured relative to the z / c = 0.0 axes shown in Fig. 1. Incidence corrections derived from the force measurements have also
been applied to the surface pressures, but no other corrections have
been made to the measured pressures, nor have any been made to
the LDA results.
In the measurements of C L and C D , uncertaintiesin force balance
readings, data-acquisition system, and incidence settings all contributed to the overall uncertainties. An uncertainty analysis gives
typical  rst-order uncertainties of §0.0087 in the lift coef cient
and §0.00078 in the drag coef cient. The surface pressure were
measured using a Scanivalve system by averaging 20 samples taken
over 0.5 s, and a Scanivalve zero operate calibrate system averaging 270 samples taken over 7 s. An uncertainty analysis gives a
typical total uncertainty of §0.013 in C p . Uncertainties in ū / U 1 ,
v̄ / U 1 , and w̄ / U1 measurementsare §0.003, §0.011, and §0.012,
respectively.

Experimental Results
Measured Forces

Figure 3 presents measured forces for the model with a range
of Gurney  aps  tted at the trailing edge. All of the Gurney  aps

a)

b)
Fig. 3

Forces: a) CL vs ® and b) CD vs CL .
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Fig. 5

Gurney pressures.
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a)

Fig. 6 Comparison of integrated and measured
D cd0 .

b)
Fig. 4 Surface pressures at ® = +10.0 deg: a) spanwise and b) chordwise.

increase the lift at a given prestall incidence and increase the drag at
most valuesof C L , leadingto reductionsin the maximum lift-to-drag
ratio. Fitting a Gurney  ap results in a sharper stall by extending the
linear portion of the C L vs a curves and increasing the loss of C L in
the stall. Despite a reduction in stalling incidence the Gurney  aps
still increase C L max .
Surface Pressures

Surface pressures measured at the quarter-chord taps are presented in Fig. 4a. At unstalled incidences the loadings remain
broadly constantacross the central portion of the wing. It, therefore,
appears that, in terms of loadings, there is quasi-two-dimensional
 ow up to half semispan. The Gurney  aps generate an increase in
loadings across the whole span of the wing, on both surfaces.
Typical chordwise distributions of surface pressure are presented
in Fig. 4b. These show that the Gurney  aps increase the overall
loadings, as well as the maximum suction. There are increases in
the trailing-edge suction and the trailing-edge pressure, resulting in
a  nite pressure difference at the trailing edge of the aerofoil.
If the suction-surface recoveries are replotted in their canonical
form,10 it is found that at low incidences (up to a = 11 deg) the
Gurney  aps provideprotectionagainsta trailing-edgeseparationby
reducing the pressure recovery demands, which explains the longer
linear portion in the C L vs a curve. Above this incidencethe Gurney
 aps promote a localized suction peak near the leading-edge peak,
pushing the boundary layer closer to separation and reducing the
stalling incidence. These trends were con rmed using oil- ow and
tuft techniques to visualize the surface  ow.
Gurney Flap Pressures

Figure 5 presents values of C p acting on the faces of the 1, 2,
and 4% Gurney  aps at a = + 10.0 deg. The distributions plot z / c
against C p , with positive pressures on the left-hand side and with
the edge of the Gurney  ap nearest the wing surface (z / c = 0.0) at

the top. The results for the 1% Gurney  ap show only three taps
because of problems with the fourth.
For all three devicesthere is a regionof positivepressure acting on
the upstreamface of the Gurney  ap and a suctionon the downstream
base. The base suction is relatively constant across the downstream
face for any given device height, but the magnitude of this increases
with height. In contrast, the height of the device has a relatively
weak effect on the maximum pressure acting on the upstream face
of the device.
Figure 6 compares values of two-dimensional D cd0 derived from
integrated surface pressures, including and excluding the loadings
on the Gurney  ap, with three-dimensional values estimated from
the force measurements. When the pressures acting only on the
surface of the aerofoil are integrated, the results indicate that the
Gurney  aps reduce cd0 . In contrast,when the Gurney  ap pressures
are included, positive increments in cd0 are observed that are similar
to those derived from the measured forces. This implies that the
increase in drag caused by  tting a Gurney  ap is largely caused by
the normal-pressure drag acting on the two faces of the device.
LDA Measurements

Typicaltime-averagedresultsfrom the LDA surveysare presented
in Figs. 7 and 8 for the wing at a = 0 deg,  tted with a 4% Gurney
 ap. These LDA measurements were obtained at the same spanwise
station as the surface pressures. The area surveyed was split into a
number of grids that were designed to de ne the overall features
of the  ow in the trailing-edge region and wake regions using the
minimum number of points.
The  ow was seeded using atomized oil, with particulates 3 l m
in diameter, introduced upstream of the wing using a rake. This was
found to give high enough data rates in the region directly downstream of the Gurney  ap without compromising the aerodynamic
characteristics of the wing.
In addition to the results presented here, a more detailed survey
was performed investigating the boundary layer of the aerofoil with
no Gurney  ap  tted at x / c = 0.9 on the pressure surface.The results
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Table 1
GF (h / c), a ,
%
deg
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None
1
2
4
4
4
4
4

f c / U1

Min

0 ¡ 30.9
0 ¡ 110.5
0 ¡ 89.1
0 ¡ 70.0
3 ¡ 55.2
5 ¡ 44.9
8 ¡ 37.5
10 ¡ 28.2

Measured velocity and pressure data
2 / U2
u 0 max
1

2 / U2
Max Suction surface Pressure surface w 0max
1

54.1
272.6
185.9
118.1
104.9
78.5
86.6
65.7

——
0.031
0.044
0.087
0.077
0.065
0.063
0.075

0.112
0.058
0.074
0.146
0.164
0.117
0.130
0.093

0.012
0.043
0.092
0.288
0.222
0.184
0.184
0.136

f p , Hz

Sr

——
1120
900
450
465
450
430
310

——
0.081
0.137
0.141
0.146
0.143
0.135
0.098

d / l f CSS Trailing Edge
——
0.53
0.57
0.94
0.67
0.73
0.50
0.39

0.013
¡ 0.197
¡ 0.305
¡ 0.503
¡ 0.506
¡ 0.503
¡ 0.475
¡ 0.458

a)
a)

b)
Fig. 7 Time-averaged LDA results: a) mean-velocity vectors, and
b) streamlines (4% Gurney, ® = 0.0 deg).

indicated a 99% boundary-layer thickness of 0.025 z / c and a skinfriction coef cient, estimated using a Clauser plot of c f = 0.0038.
Figures 7 and 8 include mean-velocity vectors, streamlines, vorticity, and mean-square perturbation velocities for a region near the
trailing edge of the wing. The vorticity at any point in the x – z plane,
f = @w / @ x ¡ @u / @ z, was estimated using one-sided differences at
the edges of each LDA measurement grid and center differencesfor
interior points. The resultingvalues were nondimensionalizedusing
the freestream velocity and aerofoil chord. The mean-square perturbation velocities (for example, u 0 2 where u 0 = u ¡ ū) were measured
in the wind axes system and nondimensionalized using the square
of the freestream velocity.
Although not plotted here, LDA surveys were also performed
downstream of the e423 wing  tted with 1 and 2% Gurneys and at
different incidences with the 4% device. The maximum and minimum values of vorticity and perturbation velocities are listed in
Table 1 for all these cases.
In Fig. 7 the time-averaged velocity vectors and the resulting
streamlines show two distinct counter-rotating vortices directly
downstream of the Gurney and an offsurfacestagnation point where
the streamlines bounding the vortex region meet to form the wake.
This pattern matches that  rst hypothesized by Liebeck1 and is
similar to those predicted by time-averaged RANS computational
methods for aerofoilswith Gurney  aps  tted.7 Twin-vortexpatterns
are also evident in the RANS simulations of  ow around aerofoils
with blunt trailing edges.11

b)

c)
Fig. 8 Time-averaged LDA results: a) contours of planar vorticity,
³c/U1 , b) contours of u0 2 /U1 2 , and c) contours of w0 2 /U1 2 (4% Gurney,
® = 0.0 deg).

The measurementpoints in the recirculatingregion are not spaced
closely enough to draw any conclusionsover the  ner featuresin this
region. It is, therefore, not possible to con rm if the time-averaged
 ow shares features of an attached boundary-layer  ow, such as
having an inertial sublayer (log-law region), or if the features are
more closely related to those for reversed  ow in separated boundary layer.12 For similar reasons, it is not possible to estimate the
skin friction acting on the upstream and downstream faces of the
Gurney.
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In the corner between the upstream face of the Gurney  ap and
the pressure surface of the aerofoil,there is some evidenceof a recirculating separation bubble. Most notably, there is a single point with
a large velocity away from the corner. Similar velocity components
were also found for other device heights and at other incidences,
and so this appears to be a genuine feature of the  ow, rather than a
measurement anomaly. If there is a recirculation bubble it is highly
localized, and the limited results in this region mean the dimensions
of this bubble cannot be  rmly established.
Spanwise velocities were also extracted from the LDA results.
Momentum integrals were performed using these velocities, and
the results indicated that when no Gurney  ap was  tted the average
momentum exiting the surveyed region in a spanwise direction was
approximately 3% of the axial momentum exiting the downstream
edge of the region. With the 4% Gurney  tted, this  gure rose to
6% for the whole region surveyed. At the downstream edge of this
region, the spanwise momentum was also approximately 6% of the
axial, indicating that the increase in spanwise  ow caused by the
Gurney  ap was not restricted to the recirculating region.
The contours of vorticity plotted in Fig. 8a show two concentrations of opposite signs downstream of the Gurney  ap, with peak
values that lie on the streamlines that bound the vortical region. In
general, the vertical gradients of axial velocity, ¡ @u / @z, form the
dominant component of the vorticity, but the weaker concentrations
of @w / @ x are typically in the same locations. There are also two
distinct concentrations of u 0 2 / U1 2 downstream of the Gurney  ap,
but only one, stronger, concentration of w 0 2 / U1 2 .
The vortex structures do not scale directly with height of the
Gurney  ap: The suction-surfacevortex appears disproportionately
large for the smaller devices, as is the spacing between the two vortices. This resultsin the pressure-surfacevortex having highervelocity gradientsand, hence, strongerpeak vorticity.Reducing the height
of the Gurney  ap also reducesthe size and magnitudeof the concentrationsof the two mean-squareperturbationvelocities.Note that the
values listed in Table 1 show a large maximum value of u 0 2 / U1 2 for
the wing with no Gurney  ap  tted. This represented a localized region of high turbulence,correspondingto a trailing-edgeseparation.
As the incidence of the wing  tted with the 4% Gurney  ap is increased, the points of zero mean velocity at the center of the counterrotating streamlines move downstream relative to the trailing edge.
The pressure-surface, zero-velocity point also moves downstream
relative to that for the suction surface. Although the length of the
vortex structure increases,the overall depth of the vortex structure is
not greatly affected, and so the vortices appear more stretched than
at lower incidences.Increasingthe incidenceweakensthe maximum
values of positive and negative vorticity while extending the length
of the contours and increasing the separation between the maxima.
The concentrations of both components of the perturbation velocities also move further downstream, and the maxima are reduced.
Time-averaged streamlines, vorticity contours, and concentrations of u 0 2 / U1 2 and w 0 2 / U1 2 similar to those plotted in Figs. 7
and 8 were also observed from surveys performed downstream of
a 0012 wing  tted with a 4% Gurney  ap and for an isolated  at
plate of the same height.8 Other researchers, for example, Cantwell
and Coles,13 have shown that similar time-averaged ows are found
downstream of vortex-sheddingbodies.
Spectral Analysis

Traditionally, a Fourier method would be used to derive power
spectra for regularly sampled signals. LDA measurements are acquired with nonuniform time spacing, and so instead the Lomb periodogram method14 was used because this is speci cally designed
for randomly spaced data.
There are no distinct peaks in the power spectra for the e423
wing with no Gurney  aps. In contrast, downstream of the wing
with Gurney  aps  tted, single peaks were observed at periodic frequencies f p that remain broadly constant in a region downstream of
the trailing edge. Although the Lomb periodogram method is capable of discerning more than one peak in the power spectra, multiple
frequencies were not evident downstream of the Gurney  aps. Because no peaks were evident in the seeded  ow directly upstream

Fig. 9 Smoke- ow visualization,  ow from left to right, U1
0.0 deg.

= 10, ® =

of the wing, it appears that these peaks represent periodicity introduced by the Gurney  aps and are not indicative of some seeding
phenomenon.
Table 1 lists f p for the different cases tested that represent the
statistical mode of f p for the measurement points inside the periodic  ow. Table 1 also includes estimates of the Strouhal number,
Sr = f p d / U1 , where d is the base dimension,that is, measured normal to the z / c = 0.0 chordline and includingthe trailing-edgethickness. From Table 1, it can be seen that reducing the device height
increases f p , from 450 Hz for the 4% Gurney  ap to 1120 Hz for
the 1% device, but reduces the Strouhal number from Sr = 0.141
to 0.081. In contrast, increasing the incidence from a = 0 deg to
+ 10 deg reduces both the frequency, from 450 to 310 Hz, and the
Strouhal number, from Sr = 0.141 to 0.098. For the larger devices
at low incidences these Strouhal numbers are of a similar order to
those for vortex-shedding bodies, for example, Sr = 0.135 for  at
plates.15
Assuming no noise, the amplitude of any periodic instability in
the  ow is given by the perturbation velocity. Experimental results
indicate that for the  ow downstream of the Gurney  ap there is a
broad agreement between the actual amplitude and that predicted
from the values of w 0 2 derived from the LDA results. The maxima
listed in Table 1 should, therefore, give a good indication of the
relative amplitudes of the  ow instability for the different cases
tested.
It can be seen from Table 1 that increasingthe heightof the Gurney
 ap increases the maximum values of w 0 2 and, hence, the amplitude
of the  ow instability, The overall trend for the wing  tted with
the 4% Gurney  ap is that increasing the incidence reduces the
amplitude of the instability.
Smoke-Flow Visualization

Photographs were taken in the 2.1 £ 1.7 m wind tunnel showing
the smoke- ow patterns downstream of the wing with and without
Gurney  aps  tted. The single- lament smoke probe was placed at
approximately the same spanwise station at which the LDA measurements and surface pressures were obtained.
When no Gurney  ap is  tted no coherent structure is evident,
but if a Gurney  ap is  tted a wake of alternate vortices forms
downstream of the trailing edge. This is illustrated in Fig. 9, which
shows the wake developing downstream of the 4% Gurney  ap. In
this instance the vortex spacing is approximately 20% chord. For a
2% Gurney  ap similar patterns are evident, but with a spacing of
the order of 10% chord. If it is assumed that the rate of change of
position of the fully formed vortices matches those for other vortexshedding bodies, typically of the order of 75% of the freestream
velocity,13 these spacings yield Strouhal numbers of Sr ¼ 0.15 for
both devices.

Discussion of Results
Vortex Shedding by the Gurney Flap

The results for the wing with no Gurney  ap  tted indicate a
wake with no stronginstabilities.This is consistentwith the hot-wire
surveys performed by other researchers, who have not reported any
vortex shedding downstream of aerofoils with sharp trailing edges,
even for aerofoils with separated  ow.16,17
The LDA surveys reported here indicate that although the timeaveraged  ow downstream of the Gurney  ap matches Liebeck’s
hypothesis,1 the instantaneous  ow structure actually consists of a
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wake of alternately shed vortices.This vortex sheddingis con rmed
by the smoke- ow visualizations.To explain how this change in the
wake contributesto the increasesin C L generatedby  tting a Gurney
 ap, it is  rst necessaryto understandthe process of vortex shedding
for a typical bluff body.
In a two-dimensional, vortex-shedding  ow the boundary layers
on a bluff body separate at some point to form two shear layers
of opposing vorticity. The generally accepted mechanism by which
these separating shear layers interact to form a von Kármán vortex
street was  rst postulated by Gerrard.18 The  rst stage in this shedding cycle begins as the separating shear layer on one side of the
body rolls up to form a vortex. As it does so, it draws the separating
shear layer over from the other side of the body. This second shear
layer contains vorticity of opposing sign, and as it crosses the wake
centerline it cuts off the supply of vorticity to the shear layer that is
rolling up. At this point, the vortex is shed and moves downstream,
while the shear layer on the opposite side starts to roll up, repeating
the process.
With the Gurney  ap the offsurface edge provides a  xed separation point for the pressure-surface shear layer, and this interacts
with that separating from the suction surface to form a vortex street,
in a manner similar to other bluff bodies. At low incidences the
shear-layer separation point on the suction surface is located at the
trailing edge of the aerofoil. As with a circular cylinder, this shearlayer separation point is not  xed, but will alter with incidence
and Reynolds number because, by de nition, this is the boundarylayer separationpoint on the aerofoil.Based on the comparisonwith
the moving separation point for a circular cylinder, it is postulated
that the upstream movement of the boundary-layerseparation point
will not eliminate any vortex shedding, but will affect the shedding
process.

Principal Frequencies

Researchersinvestigatingvortex shedding from bluff bodies such
as plates and cylinders have observed that the shedding frequency
reduces as the distance between two separating shear layers is
increased.15 This trend is consistent with the shedding process hypothesisedby Gerrard18 because increasingthe distancebetween the
two shear layers increases the time it takes for the opposite shear
layer to cross the wake centerline and cut off the supply of vorticity from the rolling-up vortex. Increasing this time will increase
the period of one shedding cycle and, hence, reduce the shedding
frequency. This variation of shedding frequency with the distance
between the two separating shear layers explains why f p reduces
as the height of the Gurney  ap is increased, as is evident from the
values listed in Table 1.
For bluff bodies there is also a relationship between the shedding frequency and the thickness of the separating shear layers. For
a given mainstream velocity, the velocity gradient across a thicker
boundary layer will be weaker and, hence, the vorticity lower. According to Gerrard,18 this means that it will take longer for suf cient
vorticity of opposing sign to cut off the supply to the rolling-up vortex. As a consequence, increasing the thickness of the shear layer
will result in a reduction in shedding frequency. This effect could
explain the reduction in principal frequency that is observed as the
incidence of the wing is increased between a = + 3 and + 8 deg.
Although the trailing-edgesuction and, hence, mainstream velocity
at separation, remains broadly constant, the boundary-layer thickness increases with incidence. As a result the vorticity in the shear
layer is weaker, and the shedding frequency reduces by a small
amount.
For the wing  tted with a 4% Gurney  ap there is a reduction
in the shedding frequency between a = + 8 and + 10 deg that is
markedly larger than the changes observed for the same con guration between a = + 3 and + 8 deg. Oil- ow visualizations revealed
a region of separated  ow at the trailing edge for a = + 10 deg, but
not at a = + 8 deg. Such an upstream movement of the separation
point between a = + 8 and + 10 deg will increase the vertical distance between the two shear layers, which would explain the reduction in shedding frequency. Because this reduction is greater than

those observed at lower incidences, it is postulated that changing
the boundary-layer thickness has a weaker effect on the shedding
frequency than increasing the vertical distance between the shear
layers.
Trailing-Edge Suction

The results presented earlier showed that, for a given wing incidence and device height, the suction acting on the base of the
Gurney  ap remains constant across that face. Roshko15 has shown
that similar regions of constant suction are found between the separation points of bluff bodies caused by the vortex-sheddingprocess.
It appears, therefore, that the increased suction acting on the downstream face of the Gurney  ap and, hence, acting at the trailing edge
of the aerofoil, is enhanced by the vortex shedding.
While forming, the outer edges of the vortices entrain  uid from
the base region, and this is balanced by a reverse  ow into the
base region between the two vortices. Bearman and Trueman19 have
proposedthat it is this entrainmentprocessthat sustainsthe increased
base suction, with a complex equilibriumbetween the vorticity shed
by the body, the length of the recirculation region, and the base
suction. Bearman20 quanti ed the size of this recirculation region
using the concept of the formation length l f , which he de ned as the
axial distance from the base of the body to the position of maximum
u 0 2 / U1 2 . His results showed that if d / l f was increased there was a
near-linear reduction in the magnitude of the base suction.
Values of d / l f derived from the LDA results are included in
Table 1, along with values of the suction measured at the last tap
on the aerofoil surface (x / c = 0.96), which gives a reasonable estimate of the trailing-edge suction. There is a loose relationship
between these two parameters: Increasing the height of the Gurney
 ap increases both d / l f and the trailing-edge suction, whereas the
general trend for increasing the incidenceis that both parametersare
reduced. Note, however, that the changes in height of the Gurney
 ap result in small variations in d / l f , but large variations in base
suction, whereas altering the incidence has a more marked effect
on the formation length, but with smaller changes in trailing-edge
suction. It is, therefore, dif cult to derive one relationship that fully
explains the variation of trailing-edge suction with the height of the
Gurney  ap and the wing incidence.
Trailing-Edge Pressure

The chordwise pressures indicate that the Gurney  aps increase
the pressure at the trailing edge of the aerofoil. This is caused by
the upstream face of the Gurney  ap decelerating the  ow.
The results of Good and Joubert21 for  at plates immersed in a
turbulentboundarylayer show that the maximum pressuremeasured
upstream of the plate increases as the height of the disturbance is
increased.These effectsdo not scaledirectlywith deviceheight,with
the smaller plates causing a relatively large increase in pressure.For
the results presented here, a similarly disproportionate increase in
trailing-edge pressure is observed for the smaller Gurney  aps. It
is, therefore, hypothesizedthat the upstream face of the Gurney  ap
acts like a bluff body on a ground plane: It decelerates the  ow,
which separates at some point upstream of the trailing edge, then
reattaches at some point on the upstream face of the Gurney  ap.
Chordwise Loadings

As discussed earlier, the Gurney  ap introduces a pressure difference acting at the trailing edge of the aerofoil. Such a trailing-edge
disparity can be modeled in a simple, two-dimensionalpanel model
by modifying the implementation of the Kutta condition. Usually,
this is modeledby settingthe pressurecoef cientsat the trailingedge
of the suction and pressure surfaces to be equal, using an equationof
the form c 1 ¡ c n = 0, where c 1 and c n are the singularity strengths
for the trailing-edge panels on the different surfaces. This can be
modi ed to account for a  nite pressure difference at the trailing
edge by setting the right-hand side of the preceding equation to
some nonzero value D c TE .
Typicalresultsfor a two-dimensionalpanelmethod with and without a pressure difference at the trailing edge are presented in Fig. 10.
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